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ABSTRACT
Blockchain has received widespread attention due to its decentralization, openness, autonomy,
information tamper proof, and anonymity, and is currently on the rise. Some fatal weaknesses
have been widely criticized in the process of evolution and development of blockchain technology.
For example, the blockchain network has a large amount of data, large communication overhead,
large storage overhead, and poor timeliness. The causes of these defects are complex, and the
increase for data is the most important of many. In order to solve above problems, we research on
the self-designed alliance chain that supports deletable ledger function, which can implement the
function of searching and deleting ledger transactions. After the deletion request and execution
are verified and agreed by the consensus nodes, the blockchain ledger is compressible or
deletable. At the same time, the integrity of the forward and backward verification of the
corresponding high-level blocks can be guaranteed without affecting the storage and usage of
other blocks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain is a new type of decentralized infrastructure and distributed computing paradigm that
gradually rises with the increasing popularity of digital cryptocurrencies. It is the underlying core
technology of folk digital currencies such as Bitcoin, which integrates key technologies such as
P2P networks, consensus mechanisms, and passwords. Blockchain technology has the
characteristics of decentralization, immutability, anonymity, traceability, openness and
transparency. The application prospects have attracted widespread attention from government
departments, financial institutions, technology companies, and academia [1-3]. Taking the
People's Bank of China as an example, it established a legal digital currency research group in
2014 to demonstrate the feasibility of legal digital currency issuance, published a number of
related academic papers, and launched a prototype system of an electronic bill trading platform
[4]. At the same time, many countries in the world currently have many blockchain experimental
projects in many fields. Many blockchain alliances have been established internationally, such as
the R3 alliance, Hyper Ledger, etc., with the aim of promoting the theoretical and applied
research of blockchain technology [5]. In China, blockchain technology has risen to the level of
national science and technology strategy [6].
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Cryptography is one of the key technologies of the blockchain. It not only concerns the security
and efficiency of the blockchain, but also the basic means to achieve the specific application of
the blockchain. With the development of blockchain technology, some cryptographic
technologies have been developing, further promoting the research of cryptographic theory and
its applications [7]. More and more cryptographers have begun to pay attention to and study
blockchain-related cryptography [8-9]. At present, the specific research includes the following
two aspects: First, according to specific application requirements such as blockchain technology
security analysis, consensus mechanisms, and privacy protection, cryptographers have made
cryptographic algorithms and protocols (such as special digital signatures, zero-knowledge
proofs, homomorphic encryption and secure multiparty computing) to conduct research [10-11];
Second, cryptographers use the decentralization, openness, transparency, and non-tampering of
blockchain technology to build secure multiparty computing protocols and publicly verifiable
random number seed, etc. [12].
It is well known that blockchain technology has a wide range of application prospects and is even
considered a revolutionary technology, but its development is always accompanied by a complex
and difficult problem [13]. While obtaining anti-counterfeiting security of the ledger, the amount
of ledger data in all the various nodes of the blockchain network has only continued to increase,
which has a significant efficiency impact on the application of system resources, network
bandwidth and chain availability. In addition, the block where some invalid, illegal or redundant
data is located will not only occupy a large amount of blockchain storage resources, but also
bring potential troubles in terms of unpredictable laws and ethics. Based on this situation, this
paper designed a cryptographic algorithm in the alliance chain that supports deletable ledger
transactions, which can retrieve and delete confidential ledger transactions that meet the above
hidden danger, but does not affect the corresponding high-level blockchain ledger. The integrity
verification of the forward and backward block, the identity and authorization of the performer of
the deletion operation can be verified by the consensus node of the alliance chain, and the
algorithm speed test does not exceed the millisecond level, which has strong practical value.

2. KEY TECHNOLOGY
This paper is mainly aimed at the resource consumption caused by the unlimited growth of the
blockchain ledger and the impact on the efficiency of the blockchain. The research design of the
removable and compressible ledger is introduced below.

2.1. Design of Alliance Chain Experimental Platform
This paper bases on the self-designed alliance chain experimental platform. The platform has the
main functional modules, which includes peer, wallet, multi-signature verification, data type,
simulated network generation. The peer module mainly completes the four functions, wallet
generation, routing, consensus and storage blocks. For example, specifically, the wallet
generation function is used to generate the wallet address. The routing function realizes the most
direct data transmission between all nodes in the entire network, verifies the validity of
transactions and blocks, receives and sends valid transactions and legal blocks to other nodes in
the network. The storage function is used to realize a complete, brand-new backup of blockchain
data. Consensus function guarantees the consistency of blockchain data through consensus
algorithms. The wallet module mainly implements some functions, such as creating transactions
and querying balances. The multi-signature verification module is mainly used to delete or
compress the identity of the operator of the block in the alliance chain and the consensus node of
the alliance chain can verify the authorization. The data type module mainly specifies the data
structure of each object in the blockchain. For example, in the simulation chain, a list is used to
store the blockchain. Each element in the list represents a block, and the data structure of the
block has different definitions depending on the type of block. The role of the simulated network
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generation module is to generate a virtual P2P network, which is only a topological mapping of
the real network.
The organizational structure of the alliance chain experimental platform is shown in Table 1:
Table 1. Organization structure of the experimental platform

Module
network.py
peer.py
wallet.py
ecc.py
consensus.py
datatype.py
vm.py
params.py
logger.py
merkletree.py
base58.py
ptsh.py

Function
Define the simulated network objects
Define the peer objects
Wallet Objects
Related objects of Elliptic Curve Cryptography
Consensus Algorithm
Basic data types
Stack machine
Define the basic parameters
Recorder
Defined the object of Merkel tree
base58 module
Multi-signature module

2.2. Encryption and Signature Algorithms of the Alliance Chain
In the established alliance chain, this paper uses the ECC elliptic curve encryption algorithm to
generate the wallet address of each node of the blockchain network and perform the signature and
verification signature functions.
ECC is different from traditional encryption methods based on the difficulty of large prime
factorization. The key pair is generated from the properties of the elliptic curve equation.
ECC164-bit keys generate a security level, which is equivalent to the security strength provided
by RSA's 1024-bit keys. Moreover, the calculation amount is small, the processing speed is
faster, the storage space and transmission bandwidth occupy less, and the virtual currency Bitcoin
also chooses ECC as the encryption algorithm.
This paper uses the secp256k1 curve with the following parameters:
p  0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFC2F
=2256  232  29  28  27  26  24  1

2.3. Design of Functions
This paper researched the problem of blockchain scale expansion, and mainly achieved the three
functions of deletion, compression and retrieval.
The overall design flowchart of this paper is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Design flowchart

2.3.1. Delete Function
The delete function designed in this paper is to delete one or more consecutive blocks in the
blockchain and generate a new deleted block at the same time to replace the one or more deleted
sub-chain. The delete operation is shown as Figure 2.
The original block
chain

Block chain after the delete operation
(such as deleting a height of 2 to 4 blocks)

Header block

Header block

hash:06f9aab58ff9adb4……
prev_block_hash:
02dd71eb6471c4ca……

Height：5

transaction：……

hash:06f9aab58ff9adb4……
prev_block_hash:
02dd71eb6471c4ca……

Height：5

transaction：……

Header block
hash:02dd71eb6471c4ca……
prev_block_hash:
0256161d2614b401……

Height：4

transaction：……
Header block
hash:02dd71eb6471c4ca……
prev_block_hash:
0680bf57c75fcced……

Header block

hash:0256161d2614b401……
prev_block_hash:
009a7b6bab47916b……

Delete block
Height : 2 or 4

transaction：……

Height：3

transaction：……

Header block
hash:009a7b6bab47916b……
prev_block_hash:
0680bf57c75fcced……

Height：2
Header block

transaction：……

hash:0680bf57c75fcced……
prev_block_hash:
eefa4c52f4e9d95c……

Height：1

transaction：……
Header block
hash:0680bf57c75fcced……
prev_block_hash:
eefa4c52f4e9d95c……

Height：1

transaction：……

Header block

Header block

hash:eefa4c52f4e9d95c……

transaction：……

Height：0

hash:eefa4c52f4e9d95c……

transaction：……

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of delete operation

Height：0
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To ensure the deletion that is the forward block hash value of the block is the same as the forward
block hash value of the deleted block or the starting block of the blocks. The block height of the
deleted block is the same as the block height of the start block or the end block of the block subchain. The hash value of this block of the deleted block is the same as the block hash value of the
deleted block or the termination block of the block sub-chain. Not only can the ledger be deleted,
but also the integrity verification of the forward and backward blockchain of the corresponding
high-level blockchain ledger can be satisfied. In particlur, the forward and backward verification
in this paper is achieved by defining the data structure of the deleted block. Hence, worrying
about hash collisions is superfluous. Once the delete transaction is started, the design idea of this
paper is to return two hash values in preparation for the use of the deleted block. One of the two
returned hash values is the forward hash value of the deleted block segment, and the other is the
hash value of the last block of the segment. As for the security and anti-attack of this operation, it
is the current research focus.
2.3.2.

Compress Function

The compress operation is similar to the delete operation. First, the continuous block sub-chain to
be compressed is stored offline, and then the same operation as the delete block sub-chain is
performed. After the execution of the delete operation is completed, the size of the block is
compressed.
2.3.3. Retrieval Function
The realization of the retrieval operation needs to locate the target block which has the target
transaction, and then obtain the position of the transaction that is required to be retrieved through
the Merkel tree. At last, the transaction retrieval function can be completed. The retrieval
operation is shown as Figure 3.
Header block
hash:009a7b6bab47916b……
prev_block_hash:
0680bf57c75fcced……

Height：2

transaction：……

Header block
hash:0680bf57c75fcced……
prev_block_hash:
eefa4c52f4e9d95c……

Height：1

transaction：……

Header block
hash:eefa4c52f4e9d95c……

Height：0

transaction：……

Figure 3. Retrieval operation diagram

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
This paper is mainly designed to realize deletion, compression and retrieval functions. The
following is a functional and performance test based on the three functions in the alliance chain
experimental platform. The operating environment of the Alliance Chain experimental platform is
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Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3210M CPU @ 2.50GHz dual-core laptop, and each module is
implemented using Python language version 3.6.5.

3.1. Time Test of Block Generation
First test the time it takes in the alliance chain with 5 nodes to generate different numbers of
blocks, as shown in Figure 4.

time(sec)

Generating an analog block
chain network

50
0
2

4

6

8 10

block(num)

Figure 4. Generate blocks time

As can be seen from the Figure 4, when there are 5 nodes in the alliance chain, the average time
taken to generate a new block is about 2.34s, and the transaction time is relatively shorter, which
can meet the actual needs of blockchain transactions.

3.2. Time Test of Delete Block Operation
Test the time it takes to delete a different number of blocks, as shown in Figure 5.

time(sec)

Delete blocks

0.2
0

2 4 6 8 10
block(num)

Figure 5. Delete blocks time

It can be concluded that the number of deleted blocks is not directly related to the time it takes.
No matter how many blocks are deleted, the execution time of the delete operation can always be
maintained in the millisecond level, which can meet the time requirements of practical
applications.

3.3. The Test of Forward and Backward Verification
This test mainly tests the integrity of the forward-backward verification between blocks after the
block deletion operation. Only the delete operation would meet the forward-backward, can it be
explained that the delete operation is actually completed without affecting normal operation of
other blocks. As shown in Figure 6, the current height of the blockchain is 5, and the blockchain
remains intact.
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Figure 6. Blockchain status before delete operation

Next, the node in the blockchain network, Bob, initiates a request to delete three blocks with the
block height of 2 to 4. After each node of the blockchain network passes the verification, Bob
initiates a delete transaction locally and packages the delete block, and finally Bob asks Alice to
update the new blockchain synchronously by herself. The operation command is shown in Figure
7.

Figure 7. Delete block operation

After the execution of the delete operation, check the state of the blockchain again to find that the
blocks with block height 3 and 4 have disappeared, and the block with block height 2 is the new
delete block that is packaged with delete transaction. The forward hash values of the blocks of 2
and 5 can be found as before, indicating that the entire delete operation does not affect the normal
operation of the blockchain, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Verifying the forward and backward Hash consistency of a block
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3.4. The Test of Retrieval Function
Here, the test retrieves the first transaction in a block with the height 1, and the location of the
target transaction can be easily found through the Merkel tree, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Retrieving transaction operation

4. CONCLUSIONS
The research work in this paper is mainly aimed at the problems of invalidity in the blockchain,
large resource consumption caused by the accumulation of illegal or redundant data, and the
design of an ledger compression algorithm to solve the above problems. It was a cryptographic
algorithm capable of deleting ledger transactions, designed by the self-designed alliance chain
experimental platform. The algorithm can support retrieval and deletion of ledger transactions,
and delete operations can only be performed after the consensus nodes have verified and agreed.
The integrity of the forward and backward block verification of the high-level blockchain ledger
does not affect the storage and usage of other blocks, and the algorithm rate is below the
millisecond level. The experimental results show that the scheme designed in this paper can meet
the actual requirements of social production, has good test performance, and has certain reference
value in the actual application of the blockchain technology.
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